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    ABSTRACT 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to report the development of a quantitative second 
harmonic generation technique that quantifies the 2 dimensional spatial 
orientation of collagen fiber samples under dynamic conditions. The technique is 
demonstrated both for a well aligned tendon sample and a randomly aligned, 
sparsely distributed collagen scaffold sample. For a fixed signal-to-noise ratio, the 
applicability of this technique is confirmed for various window sizes (pixel sizes) 
as well as with using a gridded overlay map that allows for the correlations of 
fiber orientations within a given image. Additionally, we adapted a graphics 
processing unit (GPU) to the image analysis with an aim to provide a reduction in 
image processing time. There, we demonstrate the temporal advantage of the 
GPU-based approach by computing the number of frames analyzed per second for 
SHG image videos showing varying fiber orientations. In comparison to a CPU-
based image analysis technique, the GPU-based system results in ~ 10x 
improvement in computational time. This work has direct impact to in vivo 
biological studies by incorporating simultaneous SHG image acquisition and 
analysis.The adaptation of a GPU to the analysis also introduces this approach to 
other quantitative, nonlinear imaging techniques. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Second harmonic generation (SHG) is a second order nonlinear process where a 
noncentrosymmetric material – a material with no center of symmetry – converts 
a part of the incident light to scattered light at twice the incident frequency. The 
first demonstration of this nonlinear optical technique was performed by Franken 
et al.[1] in the sixties, which was lateradapted to a nonlinear imaging modality. 
Even though the initial experiments constituted imaging inorganic crystals [2, 3], 
the technique soon became popular in imaging biological samples pioneered by 
the work of Freund and Deutsch to image rat tail tendon [Freund]. Since then 
SHG microscopy has continued to be recognized as a versatile imaging technique 
for biological samples, due to its high 3D spatial resolution and high contrast, and 
specificity to some biological structures, such as myosin and fibrillar collagen[4-
6]. Recently SHG has been demonstrated to be an effective and accurate modality 
to ascertain quantitative information from various collagen-based biological 
tissues.  For example, with respect to collagen fiber organization, the preferred 
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orientation, and orientation anisotropy have provided significant information. 
Indeed, these metrics have been applied to obtaining structural information of 
non-pregnant rat cervical tissue[7], differentiating healthy and injured horse 
tendon[8], assessing age related changes in porcine cortical bone[9], and 
quantifying dissimilarities in stromal collagen fiber organization in human breast 
biopsy tissues at various pathological stages [10]. 
In spite of the aforementioned developments, a complete applicability of 
quantitative SHG imaging would require its adaptation to in vivo biological 
processes. To address this, we demonstrate the adaptation of quantitative-SHG 
(Q-SHG) to dynamic conditions, i.e, computation and display of quantitative 
information simultaneously with image acquisition.Performing image acquisition 
and processingsimultaneously provides several advantages over image post 
processing. Primarily, it provides useful information which allows an user to alter 
any imaging parameter based on the quantitative information received,while 
image acquisition is in progress. Additionally, this method could provide added 
efficiency in disease diagnosis by reducing the feedback time between primary 
diagnosis and further action. We believe these benefits would prove to be 
significant for in vivo studies. 
Recently graphics processing units (GPU) have emerged as more efficient 
alternate computational devices to traditional CPUs. Due to its inherent ability to 
provide processing units with parallel computation capabilities, it has gained 
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widespread usage in computational imaging applications where processing time is 
expensive [11-13]. With an aim of taking our Q-SHG imaging system towards a 
video rate analysis, we have incorporated an NVIDIA GPU to our dynamic image 
analysis technique, enabling parallel processing of the dynamic imaging 
algorithm. This improvement in processing time makes our approach attractive to 
other nonlinear imaging modalities that are modified for quantitative analysis.  
 
1.2 Organization of chapters  
This thesis focuses on the development and demonstration of a quantitative SHG 
(Q-SHG) imaging technique under dynamic conditions. Chapter 2 outlines the 
motivation and the background to developing a Q-SHG technique for dynamic 
conditions. Chapter 3 focuses on the development and experimental 
demonstration of the technique to dynamic samples. It includes the methodology 
of dynamic Q-SHG, its application to tendon and scaffold samples under various 
dynamic conditions. Chapter 4 elaborates on the adaptation of a GPU to the 
dynamic Q-SHG technique and discusses in detail on the temporal advantages 
derived from it. Chapter 5 is the general conclusion of the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Background 
2.1   Motivation 
This section discusses about the motivation behind quantifying the 2D collagen 
fiber orientation. Collagen constitutes approximately a quarter of the total protein 
mass of mammals[14, 15]. As a fibrous and insoluble protein it is found in the 
extra-cellular matrix (ECM) of several significant tissues of the body, such as the 
cornea, sclera, tendon, bone and skin. [8-10, 14-16].  Among the 20 different 
types of collagen present in the human body, collagen type I is the most prevalent 
type. Type I collagen is a fibrillar structure with the ability to withstand strong 
mechanical loads. The spatial organization of collagen fibers in a particular tissue 
can determine the type of mechanical property showcased by that tissue. An 
example of this scenario can be the spatial arrangement of collagen fibers in 
bones. Bones are functionally graded materials, and so the spatial arrangement of 
its constituents change over its volume. In compact cortical bones, collagen fibers 
are packed tightly in concentric rings around each osteon[9, 17]. However a 
different orientation is observed in trabecular bone, where the fibers are oriented 
along the longitudinal direction of the trabecula such that the load is transmitted 
from the diaphysis to the joint along the spongy bone framework in the 
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epiphysis[17]. Thus, quantification of the spatial organization of collagen fibers in 
biological tissues is important to study their mechanical properties and functions.  
 
 
2.2   Quantitative second-harmonic generation imaging 
As mentioned in the previous section, Second-harmonic generation (SHG) is a 
nonlinear optical process. In this process, two input photons of the same 
frequency are simultaneously obliterated to generate a single photon of double the 
frequency. Unlike fluorescence, in SHG the signal is generated from a virtual-to-
ground state transition, which results in no energy absorption during the process. 
Therefore SHG has lower photo toxicity when compared to fluorescence. SHG 
requires a non-centrosymmetric sample being irradiated with a high intensity 
input beam. As such high contrast images of non-centrosymmetricfibrillar 
biological tissues can be obtained via SHG microscopy without the necessity for 
exogenous staining. Because of its minimally invasive requirements for sample 
preparation and high specificity SHG microscopy has become an increasingly 
popular technique for imaging collagen-based biological materials. 
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Fig.2.1: Schematic diagram showing second harmonic generation from a non-centrosymmetric 
collagen fiber [10] 
 
Recently, several efforts have been made to develop quantitative metrics for SHG 
microscopy. For example, the forward-to-backward SHG intensity ratio have been 
obtained to provide information regarding the ionic environment of a 
tissuewhereas polarization SHG  has been used to observe alteration in the 
structure of collagen molecules[18-21]. Apart from these, orientation anisotropy 
and preferred orientation focus on quantifying the spatial arrangement of collagen 
fibers with the potential of providing bio-mechanical properties of various tissues 
[8, 22]. As such, thesemetrics have been used to assess injuries in horse tendon 
[8], explore age-related changes in porcine cortical bone[9] and to detect spatial 
differences in collagen fiber arrangement between normal and malignant human 
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breast biopsy tissues[10]. In view of the promising potential showed by this latter 
quantitative metric, we have developed an image analysis technique that uses the 
intensity gradient of image pixels to calculate the preferred orientation and fiber 
organization.  
 
 
2.3   Dynamic quantitative second-harmonic generation  
To complement the developments obtained in quantitative SHG (Q-SHG) 
imaging of collagen fibers, a complete applicability of a suchtechnique would 
require its expansion to dynamic conditions. Even though there have been 
progress in using SHG imaging for in vivo studies [23-25], to our knowledge, 
there are no reports of dynamicquantitativeSHG imaging, i.e., computing some 
quantitative parameters of interest with simultaneous image acquisition. 
Invariably such a system would present several benefits over a system dependent 
on post image processing. Performing image acquisition and analysis at the same 
time would be beneficial to an end user. Based on the quantitative information 
obtained in real-time the user can choose the parameters of interest, for example, 
fibers of a particular preferred orientation. In addition this technique would 
provide a faster method for initial disease diagnosis by reducing the feedback time 
between primary diagnosis and further diagnostic action. Finally a quantitative 
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study on a dynamic sample would be significant for in vivo studies. Considering 
these benefits we have applied our Q-SHG technique to dynamic conditions.  
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Chapter 3 
Development of dynamic Q-SHG 
 
3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1   Motivation 
As mentioned in the previous chapters SHG microscopy has become increasingly 
recognized in bio-imaging studies for its unique imaging features, namely, high 
3D spatial resolution along with high contrast and specificity to some biological 
structures such as myosin and fibrillar collagen[4-6]. Several approaches have 
been developed to identify useful quantitative metrics for this imaging 
modality[26-31]. For example, recently Fourier-transform-second harmonic 
generation imaging (FT-SHG) has been developed, whereby either 2D or 3D 
spatial-frequency analysis is used to quantify the spatial organization of structures 
at cellular scales (300 nm – 100 µm), particularly type I collagen fibers[7-10, 16, 
22, 32, 33].These efforts have led to the use of metrics, such as the preferred 
orientation (of collagen fibers) to differentiate the structure of healthy and injured 
horse tendons[8] anddetermine structural  changes in cortical bone with time[9]. 
Further efforts have seen the quantification of thediscrepancies in the collagen 
fiber organization in human breast tissues at various pathological stages[10], and 
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the development of amethod of obtaining 3D spatial arrangement of collagen 
fibers, in general, and especially in the cervix[7, 32]. 
 
3.1.2      Background 
Notwithstanding the appreciable developments in quantitative SHG imaging, their 
extension to dynamic situations is required for its complete applicability to 
biological samples. Even though SHG imaging has been used for in vivo 
studiespreviously [23-25], there has been no known reports of real-time 
quantitative SHG imaging, i.e., presenting quantitative parameter(s) of interest 
with simultaneous image acquisition. The simultaneous operation of these two 
processes would allow the user to alter imaging parameters while imaging to suit 
the necessity.Quite clearly, this type of a modality would greatly enhance imaging 
quality and prove to be important for in vivo studies. In addition, simultaneous 
image acquisition and processing could potentially translate into added efficiency 
in disease diagnosis by reducing the feedback time between various stages of 
disease diagnosis.   
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3.1.3   Dynamic Q-SHG  
With an aim to adapt quantitative SHG imaging to eventual in vivo biological 
studies, we examine the experimental conditions that permit quantitative SHG 
imaging under dynamic conditions. We look at two extreme conditions of test 
samples: stained tendon with well-aligned, highly organized collagen fibers and 
unstained, synthesized collagen scaffold. Using these samples, we apply 
quantitative SHG imaging to two dynamic situations. The first determines fiber-
orientation information as the samples are spatially scanned in a plane. The 
second situation computes the same information for a collagen gel sample as it 
dries to form a 2D collagen scaffold assembly. The 2D intensity gradient method 
(which is applied to the intensity of the images in real-space) is employed to 
calculate the preferred orientation. Furthermore, we apply our approach to an 
example application to image and quantitatively analyze stromal collagen fibers 
belonging to individual cores in a standard breast tissue microarray (TMA) 
sample as they are progressively stage scanned, and where each core has been 
clinically classified as either benign or malignant.  
This chapter is organized in the following way: section 3.2 describes the sample 
preparation, experimental setup, and quantitative measures used. Section 3.3 
presents the results and discussion, while section 3.4 gives the conclusion briefly 
summarizing our observations.    
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3.2   Methods 
 
3.2.1 Sample preparation  
 
Tendon, collagen scaffold, and tissue microarray samples were used in this study. 
Porcine tendon tissues were obtained from a local abattoir and embedded and 
preserved in OCT compound at -80° C. Next, the samples were brought to -20° C 
and 4-μm thick sections were cut using a cryostat (Leica CM3050S). They were 
then thawed and stained with a hematoxylene and eosin (H&E) stain. Finally, 
each tissue section was mounted with a permanent mounting media (Permount) 
onto a microscope coverslip (No 1.5). 
The procedure for synthesizing the collagen scaffold follows closely to that 
described in the literature[34]. High concentration type I collagen solution (BD 
Biosciences) was extracted from rat tail tendon. A solution of 50 μL of 10x PBS 
was added to 426 μL of ultra-pure H2O, followed by 0.5 μL of 1 N NaOH and 
23.5 μL of collagen solution. The components were mixed in an eppendorf tube, 
sealed and refrigerated at 4° C for 24 hours. During experimentation, 10 μl 
volumes were transferred onto a coverslip for imaging.  
A breast tissue microarray sample (US Biomax BR1003) was obtained from 
formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue. The sample comprised 1-mm diameter, 
5-μm thick, cores of histologically variant classes of tissues (e.g., normal, 
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dysplastic, and malignant). The samples were stained with H&E and mounted 
with xylene mounting medium onto a microscope coverslip (No 1.5).  
 
 
3.2.3    Experimental setup & image analysis  
Figure 3.1(a) shows the schematic of the experimental setup used for the purpose 
of this study. All experiments were carried out with a spectrally tunable, 
Ti:sapphire pulsed laser (Spectra-Physics Mai-Tai HP DeepSee), producing 100-
fs duration pulses with 80-MHz repetition rate. The excitation wavelength used in 
this study is spectrally centered at 780 nm, and a combination of half-wave plate 
and polarizer are used to control the input power. A pair of galvanometer-based 
scanning mirrors (GVS012, Thorlabs) is used to scan the beam over a desired 
rectangular area. Scanning incorporates two triangular patterns of the same 
amplitude but with frequencies that are not harmonically related. This ensures, 
fast and uniform illumination over the entire scanned area. Next, the scanned 
beam is reflected by a short pass, 670-nm dichroic beam splitter, and subsequently 
focused onto the sample using a 1.4 NA oil-immersion objective lens (Olympus U 
Plan S Apo 100x). The backward emitted SHG signal is collected by the same 
illumination objective followed by a laser-blocking filter (Semrock FF01-680/sp-
25) and an SHG filter (Semrock FF01-390/18-25). The signal is captured using an 
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EMCCD camera (Hamamatsu EM-CCD C9100-13) with a total pixel area of 512 
x 512 with a constant EM gain of 100x for all images. 
 
 
Fig. 3.1: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup used and  (b) an example SHG image of stained 
tendon sample with associated circular histogram (top right) and FFT spectrum (bottom right). See 
text for details. 
 
Figure 3.1(b) displays the interface used for the real-time quantitative SHG 
analysis.  Continuous frames of 512 x 512 pixel images are captured by the 
EMCCD camera and displayed on the screen. A customized MATLAB code 
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permits simultaneous data analysis with image capture. A 2D intensity gradient 
method[35, 36] is employed to determine the fiber orientation. First, a region of 
interest (ROI) is identified (outlined by the green rectangle). Next, the preferred 
fiber orientation at each pixel within the ROI is obtained by calculating the local 
intensity gradient and the result is subsequently depicted in the form of a circular 
histogram [Fig. 3.1(b), top right corner]. The associated circular variance, which 
varies from 0 to 1, renders a quantitative measurement of orientation isotropy, and 
information about it can be found elsewhere[37, 38]. An FFT spectrum of the ROI 
is also displayed [Fig. 3.1(b), bottom right corner], which can be used to directly 
determine preferred fiber orientation[33]. 
 
 
3.3    Results and discussion 
In order to determine the capabilities of our approach under dynamic conditions, 
we first examine the application of quantitative SHG for two sample types for 
various imaging areas. Specifically, we estimate the acquisition time and 
processing time as a function of input power, sample type, scan area, fiber 
density, and desired signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Figure 2 summarizes the results 
of this experiment, where (a) corresponds to images of tendon and (b) images of 
collagen scaffold for window sizes (green box) referring to (i) 120 x 120 (ii) 240 
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x 240 (iii) 360 x 360 and (iv) 512 x 512 pixels. As mentioned earlier, these two 
sample types are representative of two of the more extreme conditions: well-
aligned, highly organized, dense (stained) collagen fibers, and randomly aligned, 
fairly disorganized, more sparse (unstained) collagen fibers. To make any 
comparison between the two image types feasible, an SNR of 7 is maintained for 
both samples by using an input power of ~ 3 mW and 40 mW for the tendon and 
scaffold samples, respectively. In terms of the fiber orientation analysis that is 
typical for quantitative SHG, it is clear from Figs. 3.2(a) and (b) that a change in 
the window size does not bring about any significant changes in the preferred 
orientation results (indicated at the bottom of each image). Indeed, we observe 
across all window sizes, the circular variance is lower for tendon than scaffold, 
consistent with the fact that the latter is a more randomly aligned sample. Figure 
3.2(c) depicts the acquisition time per window size for each sample, ranging from 
~ 400 ms to 6 sec. Note that although the EMCCD camera can capture a frame in 
~ 32 ms, we use much longer image acquisition times to account for the low 
conversion efficiency of second-harmonic generation[39]. In addition, we confirm 
that the acquisition time scales with window size for the first three pixel areas; 
however, for 512 x 512 pixels, more than 4x the base window size (120 x 120), 
the corresponding acquisition time is ~12x longer. This comes from the fact that 
the average power is distributed over a larger area, and thus, the corresponding 
laser dwell time per point needs to increase in order to generate SHG.  Therefore, 
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it is expected that for increased window sizes and fixed input power, the 
acquisition time will increase in order to maintain the same SNR between various 
window sizes. Finally, Table 3.1 presents the processing time required for each 
image size for each sample. The time is observed to scale with both the image size 
and the distribution of fibers on the image, as can be observed for tendon and 
scaffold images of the same size; hence, for the same pixel area, tendon sample 
requires a longer processing time compared to the sparsely distributed scaffold 
sample. It should be noted that the three parameters considered, namely, imaging 
window size, SNR, and acquisition time, are all interdependent.  For our 
purposes, we have chosen the SNR to be the fixed parameter since we believe it to 
be the more pragmatic choice to a microscope user. 
Using the information summarized in Fig. 3.2 and Table 3.1, we next consider 
two dynamic situations. A video of the first case was constructed(Media 3.1), 
select frames of which are shown in Fig. 3.3(a). Here, the tendon sample is 
scanned by moving the stage laterally in 5-m steps [relative to the initial position 
(0, 0)] in arbitrary directions, the lateral coordinates (x, y) of which are shown in 
the bottom, right-hand corner of each image. The window size used here is 240 x 
240 pixels, with an acquisition time of 1.2 s per location and a fixed input power. 
The preferred orientation and circular variance are computed simultaneously as 
the sample is scanned. The same procedure is repeated and captured in a 
video(Media 3.2) for the collagen scaffold sample, select frames from which are 
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shown in Fig 3.3(b). A 1.2 s acquisition time per location is also used here, with 
an adjusted input power of 40 mW. Overall, we observe that ~2s is required for 
image acquisition and processing; therefore, dynamic processes that are of the 
order of 2s or longer can be simultaneously captured and analyzed (using our 
metrics) without any tradeoffs.   Again, we observe that for the case of collagen 
scaffold, the circular variance is almost twice that of tendon. 
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Fig. 3.2: SHG images of (a) tendon and (b) collagen scaffold fibers for various pixel areas and a 
fixed SNR of 7. The corresponding pixel areas are: (i) 120 x 120 (ii) 240 x 240 (iii) 360 x 360  and 
(iv) 512 x 512 pixels. The same scale applies to all images. (c) The acquisition time for each 
image area is plotted against the pixel area. 
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Table 3.1Image processing time for various image sizes. 
Image Area 
Image Processing time 
(ms)  
(Square pixels) Tendon Scaffold  
120 x 120 420  280  
240 x 240 570 430  
360 x 360 680 570  
512 x 512 950 750  
 
 
Fig. 3.3:  SHG images of stage-scanned (a) tendon (Media 3.1) and (b) collagen scaffold fibers 
(Media 3.2) at different locations. The lateral coordinates for each image, relative to the initial (0, 
0), are provided in the bottom right hand corner for each frame. The same scale applies to all 
images. See text for additional details. 
 
For the second dynamic situation, we attempt to carry out quantitative-SHG 
imaging of a collagen gel solution in real time, as it dries at room temperature 
(~23°C) over a period of 30 min. In this case, 10 μL of solution dries to form a 2D 
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collagen fiber layer on a microscope coverslip. To visualize this process, the 
objective lens is focused on to the bottom of the coverslip. A video (Media 3.3) is 
captured and select frames are shown in Fig. 3.4. Initially, blurred images are 
observed, consistent with the fact that collagen fibers occupy a 3D volume, 
causing SHG signals to be generated and scattered from various layers within that 
volume. As the fibers begin to settle down, the SNR increases [see Fig. 3.4 (ii)-
(iv)]. In addition, we confirm that the preferred orientation and circular variance, 
our metrics of interest, can easily be computed during drying; note that the 
circular variance decreases with time as more defined fiber structures become 
visible. It is worth mentioning here, that collagen scaffolds are extremely 
important to many areas of tissue and bioengineering, especially for bone repair 
applications. An approach that noninvasively monitors the drying and assembly of 
such fibers in situ, while simultaneously quantifying fiber organization would be 
attractive to these fields, and could ultimately facilitate new strategies in fiber 
scaffold design.   
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Fig. 3.4:  SHG images of collagen scaffold fiber formation (Media 3.3) at different times in (i) 10 
(ii) 11.4 (iii) 11.6 (iv) 12.2 minutes. The same scale applies to all images. 
 
It is interesting to consider how our approach may be useful in a clinical setting. 
Let us consider a scenario where a pathologist would be interested in analyzing 
several tissue biopsies (e.g., breast or skin samples) for malignancy. It would be 
tremendously useful to be able to simultaneously image and analyze each sample 
in order to promptly make an initial recommendation. To simulate such a 
scenario, we next apply quantitative SHG to stromal collagen fibers from breast 
tissue biopsies from various cores in a TMA as the cores are continuously stage 
scanned; such TMA slides offer clinical compatibility and are used for gold-
standard histopathological diagnosis of cancer.  FT-SHG has previously been 
applied to such tissue cores, where it was found that there exists clear differences 
in regularity of fiber orientation between healthy and malignant tissues. 
Specifically, malignant tissues generally have well-directed, organized fibers, and 
healthy tissues exhibit significantly more random organization[10]. In an effort to 
adapt our simultaneous imaging and quantitative analysis method to capture this 
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difference in fiber orientation, we have applied a gridded overlay map for each 
image as we moved from one core to another of a TMA, to allow for potential 
correlation analysis between fibers from different spatial regions within the same 
image. A video (Media 3.4) is captured and two representative frames are shown 
in Fig. 3.5. Here we use 10 mW of average power, 1.2 s acquisition time, and 512 
x 512 pixel area comprising an 8 x 8 grid (and thus each grid contains 64 pixels). 
Details on 2D quantitative-SHG analysis to calculate localized fiber orientation 
can be found elsewhere[22]. The processing times varied from 300 to 800 ms 
depending on the density of fibers. We confirm in Fig. 3.5 (and the accompanying 
video) that malignant tissues generally have well-directed, organized fibers, and 
healthy tissues exhibit significantly more random organization[10]. 
 
Fig. 3.5:  SHG images of breast tissue samples (Media 3.4) at different cores corresponding to (a) 
malignant (b) healthy tissues. The same scale applies to all images. 
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3.4Conclusion 
Q-SHG has beenapplied to several dynamic situations and quantitative metrics of 
interest were calculated. Primarily we have considered two extremes of collagen 
sample types: well-aligned, dense (stained) tendon samples and sparsely 
distributed, randomly aligned (unstained) collagen scaffolds. We first established 
the minimum acquisition time for a fixed input power and SNR of 7, and for 
various window sizes (pixel areas) ranging from 120 x 120 to 512 x 512 pixels. 
The acquisition time scaled linearly with window size for small to moderate pixel 
areas, and increases nonlinearly for the maximum pixel area due to increased laser 
dwell time necessary to generate an SHG signal. Quantitative metrics such as 
preferred fiber orientation and circular variance can be computed simultaneously 
for each sample as an SHG image is acquired. In one case, we computed the 
aforementioned metrics for each sample during lateral stage scanning. Here, we 
established that for a window size of 240 x 240 pixels, average input powers of 3 
mW and 40 mW were required for the tendon and collagen scaffold samples, 
respectively, with a corresponding minimum acquisition time of 1.2 s per frame 
and a processing time from ~ 500 to 700 ms depending on the density of fiber 
distribution. For the second dynamic condition we again determined the desired 
quantitative metrics during a collagen gel drying process. We observed a 
progressively smaller degree of circular variance as the fibers dried and 
assembled on the coverslip.  Our approach was also applied to a simulated clinical 
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scenario by demonstrating quantitative SHG imaging on regularly, stage-scanned 
breast tissue cores in a tissue microarray sample. By analyzing localized fiber 
orientations for each imaged area, we showed that it was possible for our 
approach to discern between healthy and malignant tissues under this dynamic 
condition. We believe that our approach has potential application to real-time 
imaging of other noncentrosymmetric biological structures such as axons for 
neuroimaging studies[40], and collagen fibers during cervical remodeling for 
studies of premature birth[7].  
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Chapter 4 
 
Adaptation of GPU to dynamic Q-SHG 
4.1   Introduction 
4.1.1    Background 
In the previous section we presented the experimental and computational 
requirements for performing Q-SHG imaging under dynamic conditions [41]. It is 
clear from the discussion that the computation time appears to be a substantial 
portion of the total procedure and its reduction would provide significantly more 
quantitative information from the imaging system. Recently graphics processing 
units (GPUs) have emerged as alternate computation devices for faster processing 
compared to standard CPUs. Such GPUs comprise several thousand times more 
processing units or cores compared to conventional computer CPUs, thereby 
permitting all cores to be used to carry out the same desired instructions in 
parallel. This facilitates its usage in various computational imaging applications, 
where processing time is expensive. For example, GPU-based algorithms have 
been used to develop spectral domain and fourier domain optical coherence 
tomography[11-13] techniques with significant reduction in computation time 
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when compared to standard CPU-based algorithms. Similar results have also been 
observed from using the GPU for reconstruction of X-ray computed tomography 
(CT) images of high contrast and precision [42] as well as performing 
deconvolution of 3D confocal microscopic images[43]. As such, the GPU would 
be extremely useful in obtaining quantitative information in real-time from fast 
dynamic imaging applications such as observed in in vivo biological processes. 
 
 
4.1.2    GPU-based dynamic Q-SHG 
In our discussion on the experimental and computational parameters for dynamic 
Q-SHG imaging, we found that for a 512 x 512 pixel area, the preferred 
orientation of collagen fibers in a densely organized tissue specimen captured by 
SHG imaging can be computed within ~ 950 ms using a standard multi core CPU. 
With an aim to obtain significant improvement in computation time, we 
incorporate an NVIDIA GPU to our image analysis system, enabling parallel 
processing of our dynamic SHG image analysis algorithm. As proof-of-concept, 
we designed several synthetic experiments, whereby we applied our GPU-based 
approach to quantitatively analyze consecutive frames from several videos of  512 
x 512 pixel SHG images. In general, the videos are of varying arrangements of 
collagen fiber organization. We compare the computation time obtained using 
GPU versus CPU. Thischapter is organized as follows : section 2 describes the 
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experimental methods and image analysis technique used. Section 3 presents the 
results and discussion, while section 4 provides the conclusion to this chapter. 
 
 
4.2 Methods  
4.2.1 Image Analysis 
We have previously provided a detailed description of our quantitative SHG 
image analysis carried out under dynamic conditions, which can be found 
elsewhere[41]. Briefly, after acquiring a 512 x 512 image, a Gaussian filter is 
applied and the image is subsequently divided into a 16 x 16 grid, whereby each 
grid contains 32 x 32 pixels. For each grid a preferred orientation is calculated 
based on the computed intensity gradient for each pixel within a grid. This 
information can then be used to estimate a global preferred orientation for the 
whole image. The accuracy of the calculated orientations is estimated by 
calculating the circular variance[35-38], a detailed description of which is 
provided in Appendix A. An intensity threshold is set to discriminate background 
from signal in a manner analogous to what we have previously reported[22]. This 
same threshold is used for calculations that are done both within a grid and for the 
global orientation estimate.  Finally, an image is displayed with a gridded overlay, 
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with arrows indicating preferred fiber orientation within each grid and the 
computed average orientation and circular variance being presented.   
MATLAB coupled with Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) 
parallel computing platform was used to develop this code. The parallel 
instructions were written in C programming language, using the NVIDIA CUDA 
library version 5.0[44], and implemented in the GPU while MATLAB was used 
as the host function to acquire the image, transfer image data to and from the 
GPU, and subsequently display the results. The hardware used for implementation 
consisted of an NVIDIA GTX 590 GPU, running on a Windows 7, Core i7-
2600K processor with 32 GB RAM.  This same computer was used for the 
comparisons where GPU-based calculations were compared with CPU-based 
ones. A description of the GPU architecture and the CUDA programming model 
can be found in the CUDA Programming Guide 5.0 [44]. To facilitate its 
adaptation in the GPU architecture, the image analysis procedure was divided into 
three segments known as CUDA kernels as shown in Fig. 1. In the first kernel, the 
acquired 512 x 512 image is divided into a 43x43 grid, each of which is 12x12 
pixels in size. For this kernel, the GPU grid contains 43x43threadblocks, where 
each threadblock in the grid contains 16x16 threads. Each threadblock is assigned 
to apply a Gaussian filter over one image grid. As the pixels in the boundary of a 
grid require contributions from neighboring pixels to apply the Gaussian filter, the 
threadblocks contain one extra thread in each boundary. In the second kernel, the 
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filtered image is divided into a 16x16 grid of 32x32 pixels each, whereby the 
preferred orientation is calculated for each individual grid. In both these two 
kernels individual GPU threadblocks are assigned to  individual image grids, 
where  individual pixels inside the grids are computed upon by individual threads 
in the threadblock; hence, parallel operation of data points is achieved on two 
separate levels. On the first level, all the threadblocks in the GPU multiprocessors 
carry out their computation in parallel, while on the second level, the individual 
threads inside a threadblock also operate in parallel. This essentially means all 
pixels in a grid, and all grids in the image are computed upon simultaneously, thus 
reducing our computation time significantly. Finally, in the third kernel, the 
preferred orientations from the individual grids are used to calculate a global 
preferred orientation. As there are only 256 (16x16) preferred orientation values, 
a single GPU threadblock of 256 threads is sufficient. After performing the 
processing in the GPU, the image along with the quantitative information is 
returned to the CPU. MATLAB instructions are used to display the preferred 
orientation in each block of the 16x16 grid and a circular histogram showing the 
distribution of the preferred orientation values over the complete image. The 
global preferred orientation and the circular variance is also displayed.  
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Figure 4.1: Flow chart of the steps performed in the GPU-based quantitative image analysis 
modality. 
 
4.2.2   Experiment 
Both the GPU-based and the CPU-based code are applied on consecutive frames 
of three videos comprising 512x512-pixel SHG images. In the first video, we 
have consecutive frames showing SHG images of breast biopsy tissue being 
rotated at increments of 20° (relative to the horizontal) between each frame. The 
frame rate of the video is 10 frames per second (fps) and contains 20 images 
running for a total duration of 2 seconds. The contents and distribution of the 
second video is the same as the first one, except that the frame rate of the video is 
set at 33fps.  The third video is of SHG images of various collagen-based 
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biological tissues, namely porcine tendon, rat cervix, and breast biopsy tissues. 
The frame rate is set at 10 fps, while the number of images and total run time is 
set at 20 images and 2 seconds respectively. 
 
 
4.3.  Results and Discussion 
Figure 4.2 depicts the representative frames from the first video, as well as the 
results obtained by operating the two different computational modalities on it. 
Figure 4.2(a) shows the first 6 frames of the video, while Figs. 4.2(b) show the 
frames that are captured and analyzed by the GPU-based and CPU-based codes in 
two consecutive rows, respectively. It is clear from Fig. 4.2(b) that the GPU-based 
code successfully captures and analyzes all 6 consecutive frames of the video. For 
the given frame rate, this is consistent with the expected computation time of ~ 
100 ms for each image.   In comparison to this result, the CPU-based code only 
acquires the first frame, and fails to capture any of the subsequent frames. This 
observation supports our previously reported fact that the computation time for a 
CPU-based code is ~ 950 ms for a 512 x 512 pixel image[41], indicating that at 
10 fps it would fail to capture the next 9 consecutive frames. The same analytical 
steps were carried out for the second sample video, the results of which  are 
depicted in Fig. 4.2(c). The two consecutive rows in Figs. 4.2(c) shows the frames 
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that are captured by the GPU-based and CPU-based modalities respectively. It is 
observed from Fig. 4.2(c) that for the new video frame rate of 33 fps, the GPU 
fails to capture two out of every three frame of the video It is also observed from 
the second row in Fig. 4.2(c) that the CPU based code could only analyze the first 
frame in this case too, and fails to capture any subsequent frames. 
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Fig. 4.2: Representative frames from a video of SHG images of breast biopsy tissues. (a) The first 
6 consecutive frames in the video, showing fibers that are progressively rotated by 20° with 
respect to the horizontal. Among these, the actual frames captured and analyzed by the GPU-based 
and CPU-based image analysis are shown in (b), where the video frame rate is 10 fps. (c) shows 
the  actual frames captured and analyzed by the GPU-based and CPU-based image analysis when 
the video rate is changed to 33 fps. The scale bar corresponds to 10 μm for all images. These 
results are also compiled in the videos (Media 4.1)and(Media 4.2). See text for additional details. 
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Fig. 4.3: Representative frames from a video of SHG images of several collagen-based tissues (a) 
Frames 1, 3, and 4 are images of human breast biopsy tissues, while frames 2, 5 and 6 are of rat 
cervix and porcine tendon tissues, respectively. (b) and (c) show the frames captured and analyzed 
by the GPU-based and CPU-based codes, respectively. These results are also compiled in a video 
(Media 4.3). The scale bar corresponds to 10 μm for all images. See text for additional details. 
 
Figure 4.3 shows the results obtained from analyzing consecutive frames of a 
video comprising of SHG images of a variety of collagen based tissues. Here, the 
goal is to evaluate the performance of the GPU-based code when SHG images 
vary (in fiber density, orientation and organization) greatly between each 
consecutive image. Again, we observe in Fig. 4.3(b) that the GPU-based code 
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captures and analyzes all consecutive frames from the video irrespective of fiber 
orientation or density, while in Fig. 4.3(c) we see that the CPU-based code could 
only perform its analysis on the first frame. Thus, the processing time for the 
GPU-based approach is not influenced by fiber density and spatial organization. 
 
 
Fig. 4.4 : Image processing time required for the GPU-based analysis compared with the CPU-
based analysis for three different analysis steps.  
 
Figure 4.4 compares the performance in processing time between GPU and CPU-
based approaches for each segment of the analysis.  To get an accurate estimate of 
the processing times, the two modalities are used to analyze 20 SHG images of 
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size 512x512 pixels showing varying degrees of fiber organization and density. 
The processing time for each step for all the images are obtained and their average 
values are used in this comparison. It is observed from Fig. 4.4 that the 
calculation of the preferred orientation of individual image grids (kernel 2) takes 
the longest amount of time for both approaches. As such, to obtain a significant 
reduction in overall computation time, it would be important to reduce the time 
required by kernel 2. Our GPU-based implementation achieves a time 
improvement of ~ 20x for kernel 2, reducing it from ~ 520 ms using CPU to ~ 18 
ms. Application of a Gaussian filter and calculation of global preferred orientation 
were performed ~ 5x and ~ 35x faster, respectively.  The time required to display 
the results (not shown) is the same for both the modalities and it was observed to 
be ~ 50 ms. Overall the GPU-based code performs the analysis at an average of ~ 
10x faster than the CPU-based code.  
It is worth noting that although 512 x 512 pixel images were used for the 
proof-of-concept, the GPU-based code can also be used to analyze images of 
larger pixel sizes without any modification. The image grid size and the number 
of threadblocks in the GPU would scale according to the image size. Individual 
image grids and threadblocks would also contain the same number of pixels and 
threads, respectively. In certain cases, the individual image grid sizes may need to 
be increased to facilitate clear visualization. This would require each thread in a 
threadblock to process more than one pixel. For example, if the image grids 
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contains 64 x 64 pixels, a threadblock of 32 x 32 threads would assign one thread 
to analyze data obtained from four pixels. Note that this would require an 
increased amount of memory in the GPU which is not supported in the current 
version of the GPU that was used in this work. Apart from this, if any further 
quantitative analysis is desired from the SHG images, additional CUDA kernels 
could be constructed, which can be conveniently added to the existing code.   
 
 
4.4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we demonstrated a GPU-based quantitative analysis of SHG images. 
We showed that the preferred orientation of collagen fibers can be determined in 
~ 100 ms, either at the level of individual elements in a 16 x 16 grid or globally 
for a 512 x 512 pixel image. As proof-of-concept we have  applied this modality 
to analyze consecutive frames of two videos of 10 and 33 frames per second, 
respectively. In the first case the GPU-based system successfully captured and 
analyzed all the frames of the video, while in the second case it succeed in 
capturing one in every three frame. In contrast, the same analysis using a standard 
CPU failed to capture all but the first frame in both the videos. Both approaches 
were again compared for a video of SHG images from more complex, collagen-
based structures, with the GPU-based method clearly outperforming the standard 
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method. This improvement in processing time makes our approach attractive to 
other nonlinear imaging modalities that are modified for quantitative analysis. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
This thesis has reported the development of a quantitative second harmonic 
generation technique that quantifies the 2 dimensional spatial orientation of 
collagen fiber samples under various dynamic conditions. Primarily two extremes 
of collagen sample types were considered, namely the well-aligned, densely 
packed (stained) tendon samples and sparsely distributed, randomly aligned 
(unstained) collagen scaffolds. We first established the minimum acquisition time 
required for a fixed input power and SNR, along with varying window sizes (pixel 
areas) ranging from 120 x 120 to 512 x 512 pixels. It was observed that the image 
acquisition time increased linearly with window size but only for small to modest 
pixel areas. Due to increased laser dwell time necessary to generate SHG signals 
the acquisition time scaled nonlinearly for the maximum pixel area. We computed 
our quantitative metrics of interest, such as preferred fiber orientation and circular 
variance simultaneously for each sample,while an SHG image is acquired. Our 
experimentation with each sample type during lateral stage scanning established 
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that significantly large differences in input power requirements were observed for 
the sparsely distributed and densely packed sample types, corresponding to the 
same image acquisition time of 1.2 s per frame. For a second dynamic condition 
we again determined the desired quantitative metrics during a collagen gel drying 
process. We observed a progressively smaller degree of circular variance as the 
fibers dried and assembled onto the coverslip. With an aim to adapt our technique 
to a clinical setting, we applied the dynamic imaging modality to a simulated 
clinical scenario. This was performed by demonstrating quantitative SHG imaging 
on regularly, stage-scanned breast tissue cores in a tissue microarray sample. By 
analyzing localized fiber orientations for each imaged area, we showed that it was 
possible for our approach to discern between healthy and malignant tissues 
dynamic conditions.  
Additionally, we have incorporated a graphics processing unit (GPU) into our 
image analyzing modality to significantly reduce the computation time. In this 
thesis we also presented the results obtained from this endeavor. We showed that 
the preferred orientation of collagen fibers in a 512 x 512 can be determined in ~ 
100 ms.This presents a ~10x improvement in the computation time compared to 
the previously discussed CPU-based image analyzing modality. As proof-of-
concept this modality was used to analyze consecutive frames of two videos of 10 
and 33 frames per second, respectively. In the first case the GPU-based system 
successfully captured and analyzed all the frames of the video, while in the 
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second case it succeed in capturing one in every three frame. Based on the frame 
rate of the videos, this validates the ~100 ms computation times obtained during 
analysis. In contrast, the same analysis using a standard CPU failed to capture all 
but the first frame in both the videos, as expected due to its ~ 950 ms computation 
times. Both approaches were again compared for a video of SHG images from 
more complex, collagen-based structures, with the GPU-based method clearly 
outperforming the standard method. This improvement in processing time makes 
our approach attractive to other nonlinear imaging modalities that are modified 
for quantitative analysis. 
We believe that our dynamic quantitative imaging approach has potential 
application to real-time imaging of other noncentrosymmetric biological 
structures such as observing the perturbation of dendrites and axons in 
neurons[40]. Additionally, this method would be beneficial for in vivo imaging 
applications[23, 25], where real-time quantitative information is pertinent in 
obtaining accurate information.  
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Appendix A 
 
Calculating preferred orientation  
 
 
The estimation of the preferred orientation of an image grid is carried out in the following steps : 
i. In the first step, a horizontal (𝑑𝐼𝑥  (𝑖 ,𝑗 )) and vertical (𝑑𝐼𝑦  (𝑖 ,𝑗 )) intensity gradient is calculated for each 
pixel. The method used is best demonstrated with the help of a 3 x 3 pixel image block, schematically 
displayed in Fig. A.1. Based on the location of each pixel within the image block, a centered, forward 
or a backward difference method is used to calculate the intensity gradient in the horizontal (x-axis) 
and the vertical (y-axis) direction. The relevant formulae are given in Table A.1, where i and j refers to 
the x and y-coordinate of the pixel location, respectively, while h represents each pixel width. As an 
example the intensity gradient for the pixel located in (1,3) can be considered. In this case, the forward 
difference method is used to calculate the intensity gradient in the horizontal direction, utilizing the 
intensities of pixels 1 and 2 - 𝐼 (1,3)and 𝐼 (2,3). Using a similar reasoning, the backward difference 
method is used to calculate the intensity gradient in the vertical direction by using the intensities of 
pixels located in (1,2) and (1,3). But in case of the pixel located in (2,2) the centered difference method 
was used to calculate intensity gradient in both the horizontal and vertical direction. Here, to calculate  
𝑑𝐼 𝑥  (2,2) we have utilized the intensities 𝐼 (1,2) and𝐼 (3,2), while intensities of pixels located in (2,1) and 
(2,3)  were used for calculating 𝑑𝐼 𝑦  (2,2). 
 
 
 
Fig A.1 : Schematic diagram of a 3x3 pixel image block.  
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Table A.1: Formulae used for calculating intensity gradients of image pixels 
 
Gradients Centered Difference Forward Difference Backward Difference 
𝑑𝐼𝑥  (𝑖 ,𝑗 )  𝑑𝐼𝑥 =
𝐼(𝑖+1,𝑗 ) −  𝐼(𝑖−1,𝑗 )
2ℎ
 𝑑𝐼𝑥 =
𝐼(𝑖+1,𝑗 ) −  𝐼(𝑖 ,𝑗 )
ℎ
 𝑑𝐼𝑥 =
𝐼(𝑖 ,𝑗 ) −  𝐼(𝑖−1,𝑗 )
ℎ
 
𝑑𝐼𝑦  (𝑖 ,𝑗 ) 𝑑𝐼𝑦 =
𝐼(𝑖 ,𝑗+1) −  𝐼(𝑖 ,𝑗−1)
2ℎ
 𝑑𝐼𝑦 =
𝐼(𝑖 ,𝑗+1) −  𝐼(𝑖 ,𝑗 )
ℎ
 𝑑𝐼𝑦 =
𝐼(𝑖 ,𝑗 ) −  𝐼(𝑖 ,𝑗−1)
ℎ
 
 
ii. The angular orientation, 𝜃, of each pixel is calculated using, 
𝜃 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1
𝑑𝐼𝑦
𝑑𝐼𝑥
                        (1) 
iii. The preferred orientation for each block is calculated using the angular orientation of each of its 
constituent pixels. The procedure is best explained with an example. Here an image block of 5 pixels is 
considered with arbitrary angular orientation values for each pixel.  The angular orientations are 
displayed in Table A.2 and the orientation is depicted graphically as orientation lines in Fig. A.2. 
 
Table A.2: Angular orientation of pixels in an image block 
Pixel number Angular orientation, 𝜃 (rad) 
1 0.52 
2 2.1 
3 2.36 
4 -2.61 
5 1.92 
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Fig A.2: Angular orientation of the pixels in an image block, represented in a Cartesian co-ordinate system 
 
For clarity in visualization, any angular orientation in the 3
rd
 and 4
th
 quadrant is shifted to the first 
quadrant. In this example, the angular orientation of pixel 4 (-2.61 rad) is in the 3
rd
 quadrant, so it is 
shifted by −𝜋 to the 1st quadrant. The new set of angular orientation values are mentioned in Table 
A.3, and displayed graphically in Fig. A.3. 
Table A.3: Angular orientation of pixels in the 1st and 2nd quadrants 
Pixel No Angular orientation,𝜃 (rad) 
1 0.52 
2 2.1 
3 2.36 
4 0.52 
5 1.92 
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Fig A.3: The angular orientation of all pixels are shifted to the 1st and 2nd quadrant and the angular domain of 0 to 𝜋 is 
divided into n regions (n = 6 in this case). 
 
Next, the angular domain of 0 to π is divided into 6 equally spaced regions. Figure A.3 shows the 
regional divisions by dotted blue lines along with the original orientation lines. The number of regions 
chosen is based on the level of accuracy required in the calculation of circular variance. For each 
region, a separate set of angular orientation data is obtained. Here, the lower of the two orientation 
lines are denoted as the division line (𝜃) and any pixel with its orientation below 𝜃  is shifted by 𝜋, 
while, any orientation value above   𝜃 +  𝜋  is shifted by – 𝜋. It should be noted that this step does not 
change the angular orientation, rather expresses it in a different angular domain. After this step the 
changed set of angular orientations for all the regions are shown in Table A.4.  As an example, for set 
5, the division line is 2.10 rad. So, the first three pixels of is observed to fall below the division line. 
So, the angular orientation values of 0.52, 0.52 and 1.92 were shifted by 𝜋 to 3.66, 3.66 and 5.06 as 
shown in Table A.4 and Fig. A.4. 
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Table A.4: Six sets of angular orientation for six divisions 
Pixels 1 2 3 4 5 
Sets Division 
line (rad) 
Angular orientation, 𝜃 (rad) 
1 0 0.52 0.52 1.92 2.10 2.36 
2 0.53 0.52 0.52 1.92 2.10 2.36 
3 1.06 3.66 3.66 1.92 2.10 1.36 
4 1.59 3.66 2.66 1.92 2.10 2.36 
5 2.10 3.66 3.66 5.06 2.10 2.36 
6 2.65 3.66 3.66 5.06 5.24 5.50 
 
 
 
Fig A.4: Angular orientation for set 5 corresponding to a division line of 2.1 radians. For this set the angular orientations 
for each pixel falls within a region of  2.10<θ< (2.10 + π). 
 
iv. In the next step, the circular variance is calculated. A detailed discussion of this procedure is provided 
elsewhere [37, 38]. Briefly, for each set, the angular orientations are expressed in the complex form, 
(Aexp
(iθ)
). As only the angular orientation is of importance, the amplitude A is considered 1 for all 
cases. 
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          𝒆𝒊𝜽 = 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽 + 𝒊 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽(2) 
 
 
 𝒆𝒊𝜽 =  𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽 + 𝒊  𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽 (3) 
 
The circular variance is calculated using the following formula, 
𝑪 = 𝟏 − 𝑹       (4) 
where, 
𝑅 =
1
𝑛
× ( 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝟐𝜽 +  𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐𝜽)(5) 
 
The circular variance for the 6 sets of angular orientations in this case is shown in Table A.5. 
 
Table A.5: Calculated Variance 
Sets 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Circular Variance 
0.2989 0.2989 0.2748 0.2748 0.4727 0.2989 
 
v. Finally, the mean angular orientation is calculated for each set individually. All the mean orientation 
values obtained for the different transformed sets, correspond to the same original set of angular 
orientations. However, the mean with the lowest circular variance is identified as the preferred 
orientation. It is seen in Table A.5, the 3
rd
 and 4
th
 set has the lowest variance in this case. If the mean 
orientation for these two sets are calculated, they are observed to be the same value of 2.71 rad or 
~155°. This value is defined as the preferred orientation for the given set of angular orientations. 
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Appendix B 
 
List of supplemental materials 
 
 Media 3.1: Video depicting dynamic quantitative-SHG imaging of a densely packed (stained) tendon sample, 
as it is scanned by moving the stage laterally in 5 μm steps. 1.2 s image acquisition time was used per location. 
 
 Media 3.2: Video displaying dynamic quantitative-SHG imaging of a sparsely distributed (unstained) scaffold 
sample, as it isscanned by moving the stage laterally in 5 μm steps. The image acquisition time was 1.2 s per 
location. 
 
 Media 3.3: Video showcasing quantitative-SHG imaging of a collagen gel solution in real time, as it dries at 
room temperature (~ 23º C) over a period of 30 min. 
 
 Media 3.4: Video displaying dynamic quantitative SHG imaging of breast tissue microarray cores, as it 
isscanned by moving the stage laterally in 5 μm steps. The cores contain healthy and malignant tissues and is 
displayed with a gridded overlay map. 
 
 Media 4.1: Video showing a compilation of the results obtained by applying the CPU-based and GPU-based 
image analysis techniques on a video of SHG images. The video has a frame rate of 10 frames per second (fps) 
and containsSHG images of breast tissue collagen fibers that are progressively rotated by 20 º with respect to 
the horizontal. The frames that are succesfully analyzed by the two modalities are displayed. 
 
 Media 4.2: Video showing a compilation of the results obtained by applying the CPU-based and GPU-based 
image analysis techniques on a video of SHG images. The images are obtained from collagen fibers of breast 
tissue samples, and are progressively rotated by 20º with respect to the horizontal. The video containing the 
imageshas a frame rate of 33 frames per second (fps). It is demonstrated here that, as the video frame rate was 
increased, the GPU-based technique fails to capture 2 out of 3 three frames, which is consistent with the 
computational time previously observed for this technique. 
 
 Media 4.3: Video showing a collection of the results obtained by applying the CPU-based and GPU-based 
image analysis techniques on a video of SHG images. The SHG images are obtained from a variety of collagen 
based tissues, namely the cervix, tendon and breast biopsy tissues. The goal is to evaluate the performance of 
the GPU-based code when the SHG images vary in fiber density, orientation and organization. 
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